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Cost-effectiveness
and the more difficult subject of cost - benefit are best considered against
the historical and sociological background of
information services generafly,
inclusive
of
chemical services. ‘Cost-effectiveness’
wiU be
used here in the sense of the cost necessary to
achieve some desired performance level, whilst
‘cost-benefit’ is the vahre, preferably reduced to
monetary terms, of the benefit derived by the
user of the service.
Until comparatively recent times libraries
wers tbe major information centres for archival
scientific information, whilst current awareness
requirements were met by journal browsing and
to some extent by abstract journals. Most libraries were, and stilf are, free to ussrs. In 1963,
Campbeff(l) said ‘peoplewhoare accustomedto
pay the dwtor (in the USA) and the lawyer are
accustomed to help themselves to many kinds of
knowledge free of charge. . . teachers, parents
and librarians do not say “the bill will be so
many dollars. ” For some information we pay,
for some we do not, and tbe difference is not
based upon the values involved but upon dogmas, conventions and attitudes in our society.’
In these circumstances there is little incentive to
investigate cost-effectiveness.
The second era of information started in the
twentieth century, but did not gairr much momentum until the 1%0s when it was realized
that traditional methods were failing in tbe face
of an exponential literature growth. This realization led to a great increase in activity from professional societies, governments and companies.
In general, the tradition of providing ‘free’ information continued and very large sums of
money were spent in developing computer-based
systems. Cost iofomration continued to be as
scarce as ever, and the literature relating to actual operating cost-accounting
systems
was
scarce, if existent at all. Quite the opposite was
true of articles that mention the desirability of
having such systems (2).

A number of rcamns for the lack of cost information have been suggested:
(a) It maybe ‘company policy’ either because
the figures are atrocious (SO bad that they cannot be revealed) or because they indicate srr efficient operation (the competition cannot be let
in on the secret) (2).
(b) Systematic analysis, as developed by economists, has rarely been used in studying infer.
mation activities, probably because of the substantial communication gap between economists
and information specialists (3).
(c) Managers feel that having to cost information activities is degrading. Information can
be costed in the same way as any other commodity, but human values are greater thsrr any
price tag (4).
(d) Writers prefer not to divulge cost figures
for preparing titles and abstracts for fear that
they are too high and not justifiable; altemaiively they do not know how to measure costs
and therefore cannot accurately report them (5).
(e) Development costs are usually totally ignored in any general costing, $ometimes becaue
they are embarrassing] y large (6. 7).
A new era of critical examination and realism
started around 1968. It is suggested in the SATCOM report (8) that policies for disseminating
information are usually formulated by members
of tbe scientific and technical community, who,
for tbe most part, have rejected the view that information must be marketed. The general belief
is that if information is valuable, the people for
whom it is intended will find it, but there is little
basis for such a belief. Elsewhere (2) it is sug
gested that by charging for tbe services, even if
only ‘on paper’, then top management, the user
and the centre would afl become involved in the
negotiations. [nforsnation services would then
no longer be the first choice for cut-backs in
lean times.
Tbe change in climate baa been accomparried
by advice, exhortations and proposals (9) to get
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to grips with the coat-accounting, coat-effcctiveneaa and coat-benefiis of information. The time
is coming when at least some part of coats will
be borne by users, and thus
all operations
should be coated so that involved parties will
know what fraction they have to beer. If afl
coats cm not to be charged to users, should they
be home by the government as a public benefit,
or by the centre, or recovered in some other
way? Thesequestionsand the questionof the

-.

term. Since all hits cm not squatly effective, the
coat per hit is a cost indicator, ❑ot a coat-effectiveness guide. The ‘cost per action hit’, to be
referred to later, is a better guide to cost-effect ivenesa.

Productiotl
&MM and
Prices for Other Services
SD] services are rrzualfy baaed upon priced
magnetic tapes, so the aeceesmtmt of coats is
relatively eecy, cesuming that the user is not
survivalof informationcentrm arc discussed interested in the real production coat of the
elsewhere
(10). It is becoming evident that those
tapea. For other services, coat estimates are more
subsidies which were prevalent during the last
difficult to make, cud the variation and inadeaeven to ten yearn may soon cease. Future surquacy of the published data is so great that it M
vival of the information centrez will depend on
rarely possible to make comparisons. Some irrtheir ability to obtain remuneration for their
formation is given in references (5), (8), (15)
services (11).
crrd (16). Patent indexing coats vary from $7.50
Unfortunately the increased publication about
to $15.10, and cbatrkcting production coata vary
by an increasein accu- between S8.70 srrd $33.0; the cost of ‘hits which
costs is unaccompanied
racy. Variat~ne in quoted coats are so great
generate document requests’ (action hits) for
that it is obv]ous that dKferent coeting methods
SD1 and other service Iiea between SO.14 and S2;
have been used. Often ‘coats’ mean ‘ruining
‘the retrieval coats per query’ have dropped to
coats’, which are usuafJy only a frcction of totaf
$10 to $20 for time-shared systems, compared to
real coats. Attempts to arrive at reafiztic cost
$20 to S50 for manual or batched procemed
figures from the literature are risky; authorc
retrievaf systems.
publish on their ‘unique’ operations (2). However, with careful interpretation, some informaCost-effectiveness
tion can be obtained. Those who are considering
A number of proposcla have been put forward
or running an information system want to know
for measuring coet-effectiveness. In several, the
cbout the relative virtues of various methods,
weU-known parameter
recall and precision arc
snd the coat of achieving this or that result,
included. Cleverdon has been responsible for exwhifst those who wish to usc a commercial or
tensive investigations in tbe area of cost-effeccharged external service obviously need to know
tiveness and proposed an expression for the cost
the price.
of retrieving a relevant document (17):
The coct of providing the service snd the

price charged SIC, however, as stated earlier,
not neceeacrily related. On the one hand sre the
commercial services operating at the ‘market
price’. In the medium term, unless alf cost components sre covered in the celling price, the
service must faiL On the other hand there are
the government or institutioncf sponsored or
partially sponsored services, offered to users at
no cost, but embodying substantially the same
cost components ce the commercial services.

Production
Costs and
Prices of SDI Services
An attempt to equate some published information for four SDI services ic shown in Fig.
6.1. Actual or notional ‘market prices’ arc given
to provide some beeis for price comparison.
In Fig. 6.1, a hit indicates that one or more
terms in the retrieved item matches a profde
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C,= Cm/D
= cost of retrieving a relevant document
cm= mnual cost of ayctem
D=
number of relevant documents retrieved per yecr.

where Cr

The cost Cr for MEDLARS in 1%7 has been
calculated as S455,tM0/307,850, which equcle
$1.48. The expression is diecusced further by
Kent (12). For SDI, Cleverdon proposee a similar expression with penalties for noise and miss.
Measures bcsed on relevcnce are, however,
criticized by Tell snd Larssrm (18), wbo suggest
that anyone who stresses relevance as a criterion
must answer the questiorx relevrmt to whom,
cnd for what purpose? Eest (6) statec that it
would be extremely misleading to compcre relevance/recsll figures fmm one system to another
unless close comparcbitit y exieted.

Sourm
of
information

Data base

Frequenq

size
of
operations

Cost or price
newpence(cents)/

Adjustment

hit

Real or notional
price new pens
(cents)/hit

1s1 source
and
citation
tapea

weekly

Large

14 (34) (Average
for typical
profile)”

—

14 (34)

Reference
[12]

chemical
titles
tapes

Fortnightly

Large

14 (34) for typical
profile

Note 1

17.5 (42)

Reference
[13]

ISlsource
tapes

Weekly

Large

7.5 (18) ,hx’sge

Note 2

125(31)

Reference
[14]

Chemical
titles
tapes

Fortnightly

Medium/
small

6-5 (15.5)

Note 3

19 (45)

Is I price list
(ASCA)

● Average
price per hit for average+ized profile with average mix of terms.
Note 1 25% added for amortized developmentcosts plussome overheads and marketingcosts.
Note 2 WA addedfor amorti.zrddevelopmentcosts, marketing cxxts and some overheadsplus WA profit,
Note 3 1WA added for labour, overheads and marketing coats, plus WA profit.

FIG. 6.1

Production costs and prim of SD I smvicea.

The most expensive item in any system ;or in-

formationtransmissionis probablytbe user’s
time(19). Onlyaftertbe inclusionof usercosts
cm a decisive cost advantage over the manual
approach be demonstrated. King and Bryant
(20) consider that the question of tbe user being
part of a system, or not being part of it, is a
prime factor in evaluation. This reference covers
many aspects of system evaluation.
A method of assessing cost-effectiveness has
been suggested by several writers as ‘the price
users are prepared to pay’. In some cases, users
are not prepared to pay a price comparable with
production costs, se tbe service is subsidised.
The sponsors obviously feel that the service is
sufficiently beneficial to the users to justify the
subsidy, whifst tbe users do not feel that it is
worth that much, otherwise they would be prepared to pay the ‘market price’ for it. In one
case (21) students felt that they wonld be prepared to pay from $5 to $15 (for aearchmg
theses), but coats are S46, indicating that a
subsidywiU be required for unsupported graduate students. In another case (10), the cost of a
unit of service variea from $7.20 per request
(full cost) to $2.50 (minimum vsfue), but if
doctors are reluctant to invest the price of a
telephone call to secure desired information, the
service is unlikely to receive requests at the full
coat of S7.30 each. Nevertbeleas the effectiveness
as adjudged by ‘whst users sre prepared to pay’
has some support.
Turning to a different aspect of user costs,
Kent (12) suggests that cost-effectiveness in an
SDI service could be improved by increasing
precision at ea~ level of recafl desired. More
comprehensive ‘search strategies might increase
search costs by 2% but improve precision by up
to 25%. Heaps (22) goes frrrtber, proposing a
criteria for optimum cffectivenesa as the ten denCYtresulting frOm the information service =lection processes, to bring tbe relevant items to tbe
top of tbe list. The complexit y of cost ansfysis is
well summarized in a recent article by Lancaster
(23).

COST-EFFECTIVENESS

necessary before coming to a decision. However,
some proposals are given below
(a) Costper octwn hit
A user, confronted with a selected list of document reprea-sntations, or ‘surrogatea’, can rarrkorder them by interest level to himself, and will
usually satisfy bia interest by taking positive
action and demanding actual documents above
some arbitrary interest level.
The production of action bits is an important
function of an information service, whether the
action be a request for a library loan, reprint or
translation. It is a rough measure of the effectiveness of the service, so the service cost per
action hit becomes a rough measure of cost-effectiveness.
(b) User time spent per surrogote (document representatwn)
A surrogate (title/abstract)
is at an economic
optimum when it contains just sufficient information for the user to make a correct decision
about the intereat level of the associated document. Tbe unit of measurement is the average
time taken per surrogate for a user to read and
assessail surrogates, plus the time wasted if the
surrogate is misleading.
(c) Number of documents of interest missed
The degree of miss (either because of non-coverage Or nOn-access) CSII be a~seed
by a u~r
over a period of time. Anaccurateassessmentis
difficultbecauseof the obvious problem of discovering the total number of interesting documents.
(d) Response time
The time interval between tbe publication of the
primary drxrsment and the notification sent to
the user of the information service, the response
time, can be measured.
The weight users attach to these criteria witl
vary according to their requirements.

GM-benefits
As long as tbe implementation of an information service continues to be an act of faith co
T“
peting against tangible items which produce a
tangible payoff, it wifl not receive comparable
attention from management. Policy is succinctly
stated in a recent article (24). Librarians and information officers, particularly
in industry,
must establish a stronger relationship with management. They need collectively an objective srgument based on the economics of information,
its handling and its value. Di~]culties also arise

SUMMARY

E.S. Quade states in a frequently quoted pa.
ragraph ‘. . . all analysis of choice falls short of
scientific research . . . we cannot turn’ cOst-effectiveness analysis into a scienoe’. There is no
doubt that it is difticult to use coat criteria to
compare services before implementing
them,
since the assembling of the data is time-consuming, and a most careful interpretation of it will be
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from the fact that benefits derived from information are intangible and hard to assign a
monetary value (11), and that attempts to estimate benefits do not seem pm’fitable (10). In
spite of this gloomy view, the literature abounds
with examples of benefits.
Services save time by improving access to tbe
literature, making more literature avaiksble in a
given time, avoiding duplication of effort, providing specific information for a new project,
identifying briffiant ideas and providing stateof-tbe-art information. It is estimated that the
2.3 hours per week, saved by a particular SD1
service, for each of one hundred chemists in a
typical organization would be worth $250,000 a
Year,(%). In another current awareness ae~ice
seventy-three people found new research leads,
eighty became more aware of the work of others
and made additional contacts, twelve found that
their current project had already been done, and
sixty had more time available (26).
A specific example in the literature of information which provided a noticeable payoff waa
in tbe case of the Lightning tighter where an
information search about leading-edge devices
revealed an effective notch design which saved
time and money in basic research (27). In general, it has been shown that high growth companies spend seven times more on ‘intangibles’,
including information, than low growth companies (28).
Atleast one attempt has been made to break
down all aspects of information flow and to
modify classicsf information theory by considerations of tbe amount,
‘informativeness’
and
costs of information (29). Information theory is,
however, only concerned with theprobabdity
of
the correct reception of messages and not with
the meaning of the messages. As Howard (30)
points out, ifloaing all your aasetsin the stock
market and having whale steak for dinner have
thesame probability, then the information associated with the occurrence of either event is the
same. A theory that involves the probabilities of
outcomes without considering the consequences
cannot possibly be adequate in the area of costing of information activities.

COST-BENEFITSSUMMARY
Scientificinformationservicessuffer, when
competing for attention or funds, from comparison with products, equipment, or services
producing quantifiable
benefits. sensational
benefits directly attributable to a specific item of
information draw spasmodic attention to tbe

need for effective services, but a yardstick is
necessary. Time saved is probablythe most

easily measuredbenefit. It is suggestedthat
after a currentawarenessserviceis implemented, managersof services md centres should afways request data from users about time saved.
For any new research project a retrospective
search will put a researcher in arrch a position
that he need not spend time repeating the work
of others. A user should record tbe activities he
has not had to pursue as a result of the information gained from the search. these activities can be roughly translated into ‘potential
time saved’ 1 The extreme case.of the user who
finds that alf of the proposed research has been
done elsewhere is of special intereat, because the
user should be able to provide an estimate of tbe
money which would have been aperrt on the stillborn project. Cost-benefit information of this
kind and information about time saved by SDI
is urgently needed to provide quotsble data
about the positive benefits of information services.

Comparison
of Commercial
and
Non-commercial
Chemical
Information
!krviem
Little distinction bas m far been drawn beservices,
tween commercialandnon-commercial
or between chemical and other services, since
most of the foregoing remarks have been applicable to both. It might appear that tbe noncom mercial services, ranging from ‘free’ to
‘cost-recovery’ often backed by vast resources,
would leave no room for others. A number of
companies such as Derwent,IRL, 1S1 and CCM
are, however, operating. Important innovations
have come from reaearcb done in a commercial
environment by people such as Shannon, Luhn,
Taube and Garfield.
The most important faotor fikely to affect tbe
cost-effectiveness and the coat-benefit of commercial services is the incentive provided by
competition and the fact that the service will fafi
unless users subscribe. There is thus a very
strong incentive to study users’ needs. The difficult history of the commercial services and tbe
problems encountered in trying to reach viaMlity have been frankfy described by Hyslop (31).
Sbe concludes that subsidies wikl always be required. However, many opportunities do exist
for non-subsidized commercial services. A large
non-commercial service may be cumbrous and
insensitive to users’ needs, and that need can be
met by an alternative better service. There may
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be areas where no satisfactory service exists and
a new service can prosper (for example, Derwent
Patent Services, Anbsr Management Information). In some cases entirely new methods are
developed to provide alternative services (for exsmPle. ~SrS ScienceCitationIndex).
The ‘duty’ of a commercial service is to provide users with a specified service for a fee. The
non-commercisf service may impose upon itself
a wider duty. For example, it may feel that it
should provide users with 100% coverage of the
literature. The pragmatic approach of the commercial services is indicated by considering tbe
following:
(a) provision of titles alone as the document
representation,
(b) coverage of the literature.
Intuitively one feels that a title, a title plus
keywords, and an abstract contain successively
more information and increase the probability
of a correct interest-level decision by a user. The
input and production costs of processing an
abstract are probably at least ten times that of
processing a title, but what is the payoft? Numerous studies have been carried out in this
area, and whilst opinions are by no means
unanimous, it seems that titles are often reasonably adequate (18, 32- 34). In one case titles of
ambiguous or non-informative
content
were
very few, i.e. below 4% in a multi-disciplinary
field. Title enrichment with keywords did not
give any significant improvement, i.e. less than
3% of relevant references. Findings like this are
so different from intuition that users find them
difficult to accept. We conclude that the provision of titles sfone leads to a most cost-effective service.
The adoption of titles afone in a commercial
index, such as the Source Index part of the
Science Citation Index, is correspondingly compelling. The costs of supposedly increasing the
information content would almost certainly result in a non-acceptable cost increase to the
user. The publication is already at a point of
optimum cost-effectiveness.
When original documents are in difficult foreign languages, an English language abstract
may be cost-effective. A user csn then decide
whether he should buy a complete translation.
Scientific Information Consultants Limited op
crate a successful commercial abstracting service for Russian and Eastern European technical reports and other documents. Another case
where abstracts fultil} a specisi purpose is in
1S1’s Current Abstrocts of Chemistry ond Index
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Chemicus, in which the abstracts have a part iculsrly high information
content including
structural diagrams to describe new compounds,
reaction sequences, etc.
Altogether, there are about 40,CO0 scientific
journals, ideafly all of which should be covered
in a comprehensive scientific information service. Various studies, for example ref. (37), indicate that everything of importance is published
in a core of between 2000 and 3000 world journafs. For a service to cover 6000 instead of 3000
journals, a 75% cost increase would increase the
information content by, say, 5%. The duty of a
commercial service is to cover 90% of the literature at a reasonable price. h is not constrained
by a ‘duty’ to provide 99% coverage in order to
produce a marginally better service at an unacceptable price. The non-commercial service may
tend to foUow the second kind of duty, imposing
a heavy burden upon itself and its users.

The Future

for Commercial

Services

The increasing size and cost of a comprehensive information service is forcing users to consider ways of sharing costs. This pressure may
be sufficiently compelling for industrial users to
review the privacy usuaUy considered essential
for their operations. At the other extreme, such
as in a University environment, security problems are minimal but present constraints on
expenditure wiU encourage shared services.
Data bases are and will be operated ‘in house’
if there is a large enough clientele to justify the
cost. Retrospective searching by machine is afcircumready cost-effective
under
certain
stances, for example in chemical sub-structure
searching (38), and it will soon compsre more
favorably
with manual searching
generally.
The first publicly available commercial service
started in the U K in April 1971 (SCISEARCH);
access to a centrsf time-shared machine is via a
normal dial telephone line. The printed page, its
preparation often machine aided, wiU retain a
very strong competitive position, however.An
item can be located in seconds from a weUordered file containing miUions of records, and
in a well-used library the benefit is shared by
many.
For computer-based
current awareness systems (and very recently for retrospective machine searching) use has been constrained by
costs. Joint operations mitigate that constraint.
Mainly for this reason national and regional

centres and information brokers are being set up
to operate one or more data bases for sections of
the community.
Commercial
data. base producers are likely to furd that users who previously directly purchased services derived from
the data base will change over to the local service. Thislosswillbe offsetby tbe greaternumber of users who will be attracted by local
special circumstances. The operations at Stockholm conducted by Dr. Bjom Tell are a good
example (18). An SDI service derived from 1S1
Source Tapes is reinforced by local input on

engineering subjects. In this way a local need is
met.
Interactive information retrieval will unquestionably be widely used in due course. A user
can formulate questions, observe results and
iterate to obtain the required information, thus
almost completely removing the present limitations of information retrieval at arm’s length
from the machine. It has already been claimed
(15) that this can be done at a competitive price.
If user’s time is costed, as it should be, the overall cost drops further.
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